OPEN ENROLLMENT

- Nationwide 9.5 million consumers are signed up for Health Insurance Marketplace coverage
- Red states see insurance rise despite Obamacare opposition
- Efforts intensify to sign up Hispanics for health care
- Millions may face tax penalties under health law provisions

UPDATES FROM THE STATES

- Insurance Choices Dwindle In Rural California As Blue Shield Pulls Back
- Free Clinics Beat Insurance, for Some (Florida)
- Colorado: Another glitch dogs health exchange, more than 3,600 plans canceled
- Obamacare enrollment in California: Anthem leads, Kaiser draws closer
- FL Hospitals Could Lose $1.3 Billion
- California Takes Different Path On Insuring Immigrants Living In U.S. Illegally

MEDICAID EXPANSION

- KPCC: Feds Find Many Errors In Medicaid Provider Lists
- More States Lean Toward Medicaid Expansion
- Medicaid expansion in Georgia still a long shot
- High Court Weighs Whether Providers Can Sue States Over Medicaid Pay
- As Docs Face Big Cuts In Medicaid Pay, Patients May Pay The Price

MEDICAID EXPANSION THROUGH PREMIUM ASSISTANCE

- Indiana Medicaid Expansion May Tempt Other GOP-Led States
- Wyoming headed toward Medicaid expansion
- The Goal Was Simplicity; Instead, There’s a Many-Headed Medicaid

OTHER NEWS

- Feds to ease up on electronic health records program
- Mixed Results For Obamacare Tests In Primary-Care Innovation
- Report's Forecast Grim for Hospitals
- Better, Smarter, Healthier: In historic announcement, HHS sets clear goals and timeline for shifting Medicare reimbursements from volume to value
- If Supreme Court Rules Against Insurance Subsidies, Most Want Them Restored
- Alan Bavley: Medicare penalties may be working at hospitals